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hello, i have the same problem as several others, i have tried many combinations of the [ 3.6.2 ] torrent software. i have tried several different iso files. i have also tried a couple different dvd writers. i am using the nokia dvd navigation that came
with my garmin 60csx. the latest version of the software seems to crash when i select the iso file. i have tried to revert to an older iso file but it fails with the same error message. the software also fails to load the software load. also, when the

software loads, the map does not show up on the naviunit. i have tried uninstalling the software and then reinstalling it, but this has not worked. i have tried using a usb stick to copy the software files to the naviunit, but that has also failed. i have
tried to contact garmin customer service but have not been able to get a hold of anyone. i have tried to contact garmin customer support, but no one has responded to my emails. i have written garmin twice, but they have not responded to either

of my letters. i have not been able to find a way to load the software files to my naviunit. i tried using my computer, but i have not been able to find a way to load the software to my computer. i even tried to use an older software version, but it still
will not work. i am at a complete loss as to how to load the software files. i have a navi520 and it loads all the software files fine. i am hopeful that someone may be able to help me figure out how to load the software files to my naviunit. if anyone
has any ideas, i would greatly appreciate any help. hi i had the same problem as paul with the my first use of the rns510 i used nokia maps v14 and there was no matter what i tried it would not work. i finally upgraded to the latest maps that were

available which was v17 and i used this map and i was able to get it to work. i did have one issue with that map but i will get to that later. i am not sure if it was the software or a hardware issue with my rns510 the first day or so i had it i
downloaded the map tool of the rns510 from nokia maps and it said it could not locate the phone to load the map data. i am not sure if it was a hardware issue with the rns510 itself or a software issue with the map tool. the first day or so it would
not work for me i did not know what was going on i tried everything i could. i went on to my second garmin and i was able to load it just fine. the next day i had a problem and i noticed that the radio was going back and forth between the fm band

and the gps band. it would do this several times then it would be at gps but i would start hearing noises and it would switch to fm. i went to a friends house and i asked her to try and use her phone to call me and she could not get me on the phone.
i then called her and was able to call her and i tried to call her back and she could not call me back. after going to my third phone i called my friend back and she could not call me back either. i then went to my house and i tried to use my phone to

call myself and i was able to get through and i called my friend back and she could not call me back.
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